១տ
ԳᣊᘸאسऱچΔᖑ᠆ڶ༄ऱ֚ྥᇷᄭࡉढጟΖڇຍଡՏᆄᜐऱسኪߓอ㠪Δٺጟس
ढऱ೯Δຟᐙ㷂ߓอऱؓᘝΖԫଡؓᘝऱسኪߓอΔ౨ജᨃسढᓒড࿇୶Ιઌ֘Δߓอ
ԫ؟؈ؓװᘝΔঁױ౨ࠐ߀ᣄࢤऱ৵࣠Ζم್ᄎᛩঅ༔ऱؾऱΔاؑٻ࣍ڇᤩঅᥨ
ᛩቼऱૹΔᨃؑףاԱᇞچᖞ᧯ᛩቼऱኔउΔ֗אԳᣊፖՕ۞ྥհၴპݎऱؓᘝᣂএΖ
ᛩঅ༔ٍංᐖൕᖞ٤ߡ৫আၞঅߛՠ܂ऱᑓڤΔࠀ֧شଉཽ܂ኔࠏאף૪Δ֗༼ଠܑࠠ
ᛩঅய墿֗ױᥛऱسֱڤΖ
ᛩঅ༔ૠྥ۞ګᛩቼऱᑓᑌΔ୶נ၌መ 40 ٙյ೯୶Δො። 10 ଡᠲץਔ٤ΕᄕچΕ
ࡉچءଡԳऱઌᣂᤜᠲΙۆኙ़ΕֽࡉՒچᇷᄭ֗سढऱᐙΙ֗אᐒढࡉ౨ᄭംᠲΖ
್ᄎᛩঅ༔طଉ್ཽᄎსॾಜഗ८நܗΖ
୶ֲנཚΚ 28.8.2010 ၲࡨ୶נ
(ນਣཚΰֆฒཚೈ؆αΕልᖟॣڣԫ֗ॣԲٖ塢)
چរΚଉཽઝᖂ塢چՀ୶ᥦᨚ
Introduction
The Earth on which humans rely for survival possesses a wealth of natural resources and wildlife.
The activities of various life forms can influence the balance of this intertwined ecosystem. A
balanced ecosystem is essential for life to flourish whilst any imbalance may cause disastrous
consequences. The Jockey Club Environmental Conservation Gallery aims to illustrate the importance
of environmental conservation to the community; promote a better understanding of the global
environment and the delicate balance between nature and human. It also fosters a holistic view of
environmental conservation using Hong Kong as an example, and advocates an environmental friendly
and sustainable lifestyle to the public.
Designed in a natural environment and comprised of more than 40 interactive exhibits, the gallery covers
10 themes, including global, polar, local and personal issues; impacts on air, water and land resources, and
life; as well as waste and energy problems.
Jockey Club Environmental Conservation Gallery is funded by The Hong Kong Jockey Club
Charities Trust.
Exhibition Period: Starting from 28.8.2010
(Closed on Thursdays (except public holidays) and the first
two days of the Lunar New Year)
Exhibition Venue: G/F., Exhibition Hall, Hong Kong Science Museum
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ᖂਐ֧ە೯
ᛩঅ༔ऱᇷறؔܗڶᆇႼඒஃᝑψ೯ཬढऱس९ωցΔ՛ᖂඒஃٍױല୶ᨚփ୲܂ඒ
՛ᖂൄᢝઝ ψݺფՕ۞ྥω
Ε
ψᛩቼፖݺωցऱەᇷறΔۖխᖂඒஃঞشܓױᛩঅ༔
ऱփ୲Δ܂ඒॣխጵٽઝᖂψᨠኘسढω֗ψچऱᇷᄭωց֗ᄅխسढઝψᚨ
سشኪᖂω֗ψسढፖᛩቼωᓰᠲऱᇖךᇷறΖ
Learning Guidance
Environmental Conservation Gallery provides information for kindergarten teachers to prepare for
teaching the unit on “Growth of Animals and Plants”. Primary teachers can make reference to the
gallery contents for teaching units such as “I love Nature” and “Environment and Me” under
General Studies. Secondary teachers can also adopt the contents as supplementary materials for
teaching the unit of “Observation of Organisms”, “Materials from the Earth” under the Junior
Secondary Curriculum (Integrated Science) as well as topics on “Applied Ecology” and “Biology
and Environment” under the New Senior Secondary Curriculum (Biology).
ඒߛᇷᄭ
ףᖂسኙᛩঅ༔ऱԱᇞΔء塢፹܂ԱᔞؔٽᆇႼ֗խ՛ᖂ࿓৫ऱᔊ࠺܂Δխ՛ᖂᖂس
࣍ױޓᨠ৵ፖ۔ஃ֗ٵᖂଚԫದಘᓵᔊ࠺܂փ֗ءਐতփऱ৸ەᠲΖ
Educational resources
To facilitate better understanding of pupils about the gallery, the Museum has prepared interesting
exercises at kindergarten, primary and secondary levels. After the visit, secondary and primary
students can discuss the questions and topics from the worksheets and teachers’ guide with
classmates and teachers for in-depth exploration.
ᨠ৵೯
ଉཽઝᖂ塢ऱࡎسᨚխऱψཬढࡉ೯ढω୶֗౨ᄭய墿խ֨փຝ։୶Δױᚥܗᖂףس
ᎁᢝᛩঅ༔ψسढਚࠃωΕψ़ਚࠃω֗ψ౨ᄭਚࠃωऱփ୲Ζء塢ٍᄎִ࣍ದڇᖂீ
ᨠழփ༉୶ᥦ༼ࠎ܍၄ऱᖄᓾࣚ೭Δ֗࣍ࡳऱᖂீᨠழփᐾנᔞٽխ՛ᖂᖂسᨠᓾ
ऱሽᐙψᛩঅदωΖ
Post-visit activities
Besides this exhibition, the zone “Plants and Animals” in the Life Exhibition Hall and some
exhibits in the Energy Efficiency Centre of the Museum may also facilitate the understanding of the
“Life Story”, “Air Story” and “Energy Story” of Environmental Conservation Gallery. Free-guided
tour will be provided for this exhibition during school visit sessions and a film show
“Environmental Dog” will be arranged for primary and secondary students in special sessions
during the school visit.
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୶ᨚ֗୶տฯ Introduction to Gallery and ExhibitsΚ
چਚࠃ Earth Story
ଢ᧢֏ࡉᛩቼംᠲᄎᐙچՂޢԫଡߡᆵऱسढΔլࢉऱਢΔچ૿إᜯছࢬߠآ
ऱٲᖲΖਓඑݺଚऱ୮ႼΔঁ٣Աᇞ،ழऱणउΖ
Climate changes and environmental problems are affecting life worldwide. Unfortunately, the
Earth is facing unprecedented risks and threats. To save our home, we must first understand the
current situation of our planet.
1

ݛᨠچ Global View
ຍଡऴஉሒ 1.5 ۏऱՕীኟΔᨃՕ୮
ࣲᓾભᣝऱچནᒯհ塒Δޓᎁᢝچ
Ղٺጟੴ၆ऱ֚ྥᇷᄭ֜ڕၺ౨Ε़
ΕֽΕཤࣥࡉ֏فᗏறػࣔ֗א،ଚ
ऱૹࢤΖ
Through the projections on the large
globe of 1.5 metres in diameter, you can
appreciate the beauty of the Earth as well
as having an overview of the precious
natural resources such as solar energy, air, water, forest and fossil fuel on our planet and their
importance.
3

2 چፋྡྷ Earth Focus
ຘመ൶ڇ٤נऱጟጟ۞ྥွΔԱᇞݺଚߪऱچऱ२उΖ
Through exploration of various natural phenomena occurred in the world, we may understand
the current situation of the Earth where we live.
ᄕچਚࠃ Polar Story
چࠟᄕᚏژԱᄕࠠઔߒᏝଖऱᇷறΔݺܗڶଚԱᇞ٤ᛩቼመװऱ᧢֏Δൕۖቃྒྷଢ
ֲڇ৵ऱ᠏᧢ႨΖ
The poles of the Earth contain invaluable information for scientific research, helping us to
understand global environmental changes in the past and predict future climate trend.
3 ፖޕᑗᇣᄎ૿ Meet Rebecca Lee
ޕᑗᇣ໑Փፖݺଚ։ࠆڔऱᄕچᆖ᧭Δา္ᄕچઝઔऱૹΖ
Dr Rebecca Lee shares her polar experiences with us, enhancing our understanding about the
importance of scientific researches being conducted in the polar regions.
4 ٧ᢞᖕ Cool Evidence
٧ज़ಖᙕԱچאଢऱᇡጐᇷறΔᔹຍψ٧ωऱᇷறΔঁנބױৰՆאছ࿇
سመऱૹՕࠃਚ֗ଢ᧢֏ऱൣउΖ
Ice cores provide detailed records of the Earth’s climate in the past. Access to these icy
archives will help identify major incidents and climate changes taken place long time ago.
5 ٧ײվ Ice Sheets over Time
ֺለ٧ڇլٵழཚऱ؆ݮΔ٤ଢᄊ֏৻ᑌח٧ऱ૿ᗨլឰᜍ՛Ζ
Comparison of the shape of ice sheets at different periods of time will reveal how global
warming has been making the area of ice sheets smaller and smaller.
তᄕऱԫ֚ A Day at the South Pole
ᇿڇতᄕऱխഏەኘీψ९ৄీωऱઝ
ᖂ୮ԫದၞ۩ᛩቼઔߒΔףԱᇞઔߒ
Գڇতᄕࢬၞ۩ऱઔߒࡉسኔउΖ

6

Conduct environmental researches
together with scientists at the Chinese
Great Wall Station in Antarctica, and we
may understand more about their research
and lives there.
7 ᄕچᇷᄭ Polar Resources
ᨠڶᣂᄕچऱມس೯ཬढΕࡿྥ֚֗فᇷᄭऱᐙׂΖ
Watch videos showing wildlife animals and plants, rocks and natural resources in the polar
regions.
8 ᄕ࡛چੴ Treasures from the Poles
ࣲᓾڇᄕگچႃऱࡿ֗ف೯ཬढᑑءΖ
Appreciate specimens of rocks, animals and plants collected in the polar regions.
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9 ຳᚊᇆ Xue Long Icebreaker
ᨠᓾխഏรԫᘌధ٧ํψຳᚊᇆωऱᑓীࡉᐙׂΔԱᇞ،ऱਜ֗ڇᅝխࢬၞ۩ऱઝઔ
೯Ζ
View the model and video of China’s first icebreaker “Xue Long” and learn about the facilities
and research activities carried out on the ship.
़ਚࠃ Air Story
़ਢچՂسढᘸژسאऱࠡխԫጟైΖᙟ㷂ৄؑऱ৺Ꮳ࿇୶ΔԳᣊඈ࣋Օၦऱᐒ
ࠩՕᐋΔທ़ګۆΖݺଚ٥ܘٵԺΔຘመٺԳऱ۩೯ᚥޏܗ़ᔆైΖ
Air is one of the essential elements for life on Earth. With rapid urban development, humans
release large volumes of waste gases into the atmosphere, causing the air to be polluted. We must
make concerted efforts to help improve air quality through our own, personal actions.
10 ᄵயᚨ Greenhouse Effect
ၞ۩ᑓᚵᄵயᚨऱኔ᧭ΔԱᇞ٤ᄊ֏ڕ۶ګݮΖ
Conduct a simulated experiment of greenhouse effect and understand how it leads to global
warming.
11 ጸ ํ߫ۥGreen Transport
տฯאᄅઝݾઔ࿇ऱጸํ߫ۥΔᨃݺଚٌشࠌڇאױຏՠࠠऱٵழΔՈ౨অ़լ࠹
ۆΖ
Introduces environmentally-friendly means of transportation adopting new technologies that
enable clean travelling without causing air pollution.
12 ᐒ Culprits in the Air
ᎁᢝ़ۆऱᄭᙰΔቫᇢڶ୭᧯Δᨃ़ڃ༚堚ᄅΖ
Get to know various sources of air pollution, and try to catch harmful gases for restoration of
the fresh air.
13 ᐒጞ୭ Gaseous Havoc
ᅝݺଚڇဩሐՂ۩ޡழΔ़խऱᐒᄎڕ۶ᐙݺଚऱൈΖ
See how harmful emissions will adversely affect our health when we walk and breathe in the
streets.
14 ౬֘ᚨ Ozone Reaction
ԱᇞՕխऱ౬ਢ৻ᑌ֗ګݮ،ኙݺଚऱᐙΖ
Understand the formation of holes in the ozone layer of the atmosphere and their impacts on
us.
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15 ٌຏཕᙇ Ride Smart
ᙇᖗଊ݄լٵऱٌຏՠࠠΔנބୌԫ
ጟٵױழ྇֟ش౨ᄭࡉඈ࣋ᐒΖ
Through travelling by different modes
of transport, we may find out which one
can keep energy use and emissions as
low as possible.

ᐒढਚࠃ Waste Story
ޢଡԳֲൄسऱٺጟ೯Δຟᣄ܍ᄎขسᐒढΔݺଚؘႊආ࠷۩೯Δᝩ܍ᐒढᗨፋΔࠀ
ൕխᆏઊ८ᙒࡉ౨ᄭΖ
It is inevitable that all activities in everyone’s life produce waste. We must take the initiative to
avoid waste accumulation which can save both money and energy.
16 ᐒढ։ᣊ Waste Separation
ቫᇢ݃ࡑނ։ᣊΔ࣋ၞᔞᅝऱگڃᒣ
փΔ౨ܡړᐒढऱรԫޡΖ
Try to sort garbage by placing them in
appropriate recycling bins. See if you
can handle wastes properly.

17 ᐒढᏣ Waste Treatment Theatre
ຘመڍᐙׂΔտฯ։ᣊ৵ऱᐒढലڕ۶Ζ
The treatment of different separated wastes are introduced in videos.
سढਚࠃ Life Story
Գᣊऱመ৫ၲ࿇ᄎధᡏՕ۞ྥΔ۟חԫࠄढጟᄰΖ܀Օ۞ྥਢݺଚسऱԫຝ։Δ،
ऱױᥛ࿇୶ኙԳᣊऱ۟ژسૹΖ
Human exploitation can destroy nature and even cause species to become extinct. In fact, nature is
a part of our lives and its sustainability is important to the survival of all humans.
18  ࠐآFuture Scenarios
៶㷂ᨠᐙׂΔԱᇞԳᣊኙᛩቼࢬګऱధᡏΔࠀ୶ඨԳᣊ౨ᖇ㷂໌რࡉ٥ܘٵԺΔ৬
ԫଡભړऱࠐآΖ
Through the video, we can see how human activities has caused destruction to the
environment, and can also envision the building of a better future of mankind out of our
creativity and concerted efforts.
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19 سኪঅߛ Conserved Habitats
ቝ຺ࠝᘄΔោᥦଉཽऱԫࠄسኪঅߛΔᅝխൄߠऱ೯ཬढΖ
Soar like a bird to visit some conserved habitats in Hong Kong and meet the common wildlife
there.
20 ࡎسհጻ Web of Life
Աᇞسኪߓอڕ۶ቝԫଡዌጹയऱ
፰ဥጻΔᅝխऱسढ৻ᑌյઌࠉᘸፂ
سΖ
Understand how an ecosystem is like an
intricately woven spider web in which
all species are dependent on each other.

21 ᡦٲढጟ Endangered Species
ᨠ୶נऱᡦٲढጟΔუუᚨڕ۶অᥨ߄ଚΔ߄܍אଚൕسኪߓอխ؈Ζ
Observe the endangered species on display and think about ways to protect them from being
wiped out in the wilds.
22 ࡱᆏٌ ڴSymphony of Seasons
ࣲᓾՕ۞ྥࡱऱ᧢֏ࡉᅝխऱࡉᘫནᒯΖ
Appreciate the seasonal changes of the nature and its gracious beauty.
23 ᓘፘᒿᒿ Dance of the Butterflies
ᎁᢝԫࠄଉཽൄߠऱᓗᓘΔ߄ଚڕ۶ፖԳᣊᘜઌΖ
Learn about some common butterflies found in Hong Kong and see how they interact with
humans.
౨ᄭਚࠃ Energy Story
ݺଚࠉᘸ౨ᄭאፂזषᄎऱإൄሎ܂ΖچՂڍڶጟ౨ᄭشࠌࠎױΔف֏܀ᗏறऱࠌ
شΔথኙᛩቼທ່ګᣤૹऱᐙΖݺଚشܓױ٦س౨ᄭࠐ࠷זΔאᚥܗᇞެຍࠄംᠲΖ
Energy makes our modern world possible. We reply on many energy sources amongst which fossil
fuels have the greatest impact on our environment.
We have to turn to renewable energy as an alternative to provide solutions to our problems.
24 ֜ၺ౨ଆᖲ Fly a Solar Plane
ቫᇢ֜חၺ౨ଆᖲದ೯ࠀאࡳऱຒ৫ଆ۩Ζ
Make a solar plane fly and keep it flying at a steady speed.
25 ૿ٻఏଅ Face the Wind
נބ౨່ڶயچ࿇ሽऱଅ߫ૠΖ
Identify a windmill design that is most effective in generating power.
26 ֜ၺ౨ሽ ࣨۃSolar Panels
Աᇞ֜ၺ౨ሽࣨۃऱ࿇ሽΔנބઝᖂ塢ऱ֜ၺ౨ሽࣨۃขسԱ֟ڍሽԺΖ
Understand the principle of power generation by solar panels, and find out how much
electricity has been generated by the solar panels at the roof of the Museum.
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27 ሂנ౨ᄭ Jump 4 Energy
ױ٦س౨ᄭץਔ֜ၺ౨Εଅ౨Εᑪۄ
౨ࡉسढ౨Δױ܃ፖ֖ࣛၞ۩ֺ
Δ܃౨ڶܡயچၲ࿇ຍࠄ౨ᄭΖ
Renewable energy includes solar energy,
wind energy, tidal energy and biomass
energy, etc. You can compete with a
friend to See if you can tap these kinds
of energy efficiently.
28 ጸۥ՛࿇ࣔ Green Gadgets
ԫࠄࠌشጸۥ౨ᄭऱ՛࿇ࣔΔቫᇢ۞شաऱױ٦س౨ၦ܃ऱ֫༼ሽᇩךሽΖ
Look at some gadgets using green energy, and try to charge your mobile phone with the
renewable energy generated by yourself.
Ւچਚࠃ Land Story
Ւچٺጟسढ༼ࠎଇढΕཨߪհࢬࡉ़ژسၴΔ܀Ոլ౨ྤַቼچየߩԳᣊऱࢬڶᏁޣΖ
إڇਢழଢუԫუΔڕ۶ኙՕڃנ܂چ墅Ζ
Land provides food, habitats and niches for all creatures. Owing to physical limitations, land is not
adequate to meet the insatiable wants of mankind. It is high time that we should reciprocate and
protect our Earth.
29 ཬᖫֺᇢ Planting Contest
Աᇞᖫֵኙسኪᛩቼऱૹش܂Δ֗
ཬףᖫֺᇢאᇖඑֲዬᜍ՛ऱཤࣥΖ
Understand the important role of trees in
the ecology, and participate in a tree
planting contest to save the shrinking
forests.

30 سኪߩ ٱEcological Footprint
ૠጩ۞աسڂխऱٺႈ೯ۖఎՀऱسኪߩٱΖ
Calculate your own ecological footprint due to activities taking place in your daily life.
31 ڶᖲౙጟ Organic Farming
܃౨ڶܡயچሎڶشᖲౙ܂ऱֱऄΔޏ܃ऱልضΖ
See if you can improve your farmland by employing organic farming methods effectively.
ֽऱਚࠃ Water Story
ݺଚፖֽڶ㷂լױ։໊ऱᣂএΔۖݺଚߪ᧯ऱൈΔٍ٤ᢀ࣍ຍଡᓤᠧۖஇऱֽ༛ᛩߓ
อΙݺଚؘႊঅᥨຍߓอΔᒔঅ،إൄሎ܂Ζ
Water is indispensable to life, and our health also hinges on the intricacy and delicacy water cycle.
We must protect this system to ensure it is working properly.
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32 ଇֽీ Water Processing Plant
ຘመፖଇֽऱڍႈ࿓ݧΔൕۖࣔػ۶ੴ൦ֽشΖ
Take parts in the process of water treatment, and learn why we should save water.
33 ֽشഗءऄ Mind the Tap
۷ૠ֚ޢ܃ऱֽشၦΔڕױ۶ᆏપֽشΖ
Check your daily consumption of water, and see what can be done to save water.
34 ֽۆ Wastewater Treatment
ᨠڶᣂଉֽཽۆऱᐙׂࡉԱᇞڕ۶ࠌᜳشᓂመៀΖ
Watch a video about sewage treatment in Hong Kong, and understand the operation of
membrane filtration.
35

௧سኪհள Sustainability Voyage
ፖ௧سኪհளΔެࡳڕ۶ڇԳᣊऱ
Ꮑࡉູᣊسኪհၴ࠷ؓᘝΔᨃູᣊ
אᤉᥛࡉژسཷΖ
By embarking on a sustainability voyage,
you will decide how to balance human
needs with the ecology of fishes so that
the species can continue to live and breed.

ଉཽਚࠃ Hong Kong Story
ଉཽࠅ࣍ۯᑷچΔᖑڶᗑऱ՞Ⴈࡉ։ࣔऱࡱᆏΔڼڂཨஒԱጟᣊڍऱມسسढΔࠡ
խࠄڶ೯ཬढ۟ਢଉཽᗑڶऱΖ
Situated in a subtropical region with mountainous relief and distinct seasons, Hong Kong is home
to a wide variety of wildlife. Some of these are endemic to Hong Kong.
36 ᛘچถ Eye on Wetlands
ᎁᢝչᏖਢᛘچΔᨠኘᅝխऱԫࠄཬढ֗אཨஒࠡၴऱ೯ढऱسࡉክΖ
Understand what wetlands are, and observe some plants there as well as the life and habits of
animals inhabiting among them.
37 ୕ۏถ Eye on Mai Po
Աᇞ۶୕ۏᛧ٨ࢮࡥ៳ዿᛘچΔᨠᓾᆜߪࠡխऱٺጟఎ຺ࡉଢ຺Ζ
Understand why the wetland in Mai Po is listed as a Ramsar site, and watch a variety of
resident birds and migratory birds inhabiting there.
38 ଉཽ೯ཬढ Local Flora and Fauna
ຘመᨠඨᢴᨠᓾڍچء७ڍৎऱسኪΔڕխဎػ௧Ε႕ᜭྴᨔࡉᗝּ՛ᖫဢΖ
Observe the rich biodiversity of the territory such as Chinese white dolphin, black-faced
spoonbill and Romer's tree frog, etc through viewers.
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ଉཽມ Hong Kong Countryside
տฯଉཽ᠆༄ऱ೯ཬढढጟΔץਔຝ։
ᡦٲढጟऱᑇၦΖ

39

Introduce Hong Kong’s rich species of
plants and animals while some of them are
endangered species.

40 ֽհ೯Ժ Water Power
ᨠኘຍ㠪ऱԳທࣾੌΔאԱᇞֽ߫ਢڕ۶࿇ሽऱΖ
Observe this artificial river and see how a watermill generates power.
ݺଚऱਚࠃ Our Story
ݺଚאױᙇᖗᛩঅऱسֱܗ࠰ࠐڤᇞެ
ᛩቼംᠲΔࠡኔՕ୮౨ᛩቼუۖ
᧢ޏԫࠄክΔঁ౨ᒬທޓભړऱسᛩ
ቼΖፖຍյ೯ᏣΔေ۷ԫՀ܃ऱس
ֱࡉڤԱᇞڕ۶ኔᔌጸسۥΖ
We can tackle environmental problems by
being eco-friendly in our lifestyle choices. If
we can take the initiative to change some of
our habits with due consideration to the
environment, we can make the world a better place. Participate at this interactive theatre to assess
your lifestyle and learn about green living practices.
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ጻՂᇷᄭ Online resources
ድል֗۞ྥᥨᆟЁ۞ྥᥨ
http://www.afcd.gov.hk/tc_chi/conservation/conservation.html
Agricultural, Fisheries and Conservation Department –Conservation
http://www.afcd.gov.hk/english/conservation/conservation.html
ድል֗۞ྥᥨᆟЁଉཽسढڍᑌࢤ
http://www.afcd.gov.hk/tc_chi/conservation/hkbiodiversity/hkbiodiversity.html
Agricultural, Fisheries and Conservation Department – Hong Kong Biodiversity
http://www.afcd.gov.hk/english/conservation/hkbiodiversity/hkbiodiversity.html
ድል֗۞ྥᥨᆟЁᛘچᥨ
http://www.afcd.gov.hk/tc_chi/conservation/con_wet/con_wet_abt/con_wet_abt_gen/con_wet_abt_
gen.html
Agricultural, Fisheries and Conservation Department –Wetland Conservation
http://www.afcd.gov.hk/english/conservation/con_wet/con_wet_abt/con_wet_abt_gen/con_wet_abt
_gen.html
ଉཽᛘچֆႼ
http://www.wetlandpark.com/tc/index.asp
Hong Kong Wetland Park
http://www.wetlandpark.com/en/index.asp
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ֽ೭ᆟЁੴ൦ֽᇷᄭ
http://www.wsd.gov.hk/tc/education/water_conservation/index.html
Water Services Department - Water Conservation
http://www.wsd.gov.hk/en/education/water_conservation/index.html
ଉཽ֚֮Ёଉ़ཽွᨠྒྷ
http://www.hko.gov.hk/wservice/tsheet/uametc.htm
Hong Kong ObservatoryЁUpper-Air Weather Measurements in Hong Kong
http://www.hko.gov.hk/wservice/tsheet/uamet.htm
ᖲሽՠ࿓ᆟЁ౨ᄭᇷಛႼچ
http://www.emsd.gov.hk/emsd/chi/pee/el.shtml
Electrical and Mechanical Services DepartmentЁEnergyLand
http://www.emsd.gov.hk/emsd/eng/pee/el.shtml
ቯሐልዄཬढႼЁঅߛ
http://www.kfbg.org.hk/kfb/introduction.xml?fid=165&lang=tw
Kadoorie Farm and Botanical GardenЁConservation
http://www.kfbg.org.hk/kfb/introduction.xml?fid=165&lang=en
ྥ۞ഗ८ᄎΰଉཽ։ᄎαЁঅߛ
http://www.wwf.org.hk/whatwedo/conservation/
World Wild Fund (Hong Kong) ConservationЁConservation
http://www.wwf.org.hk/en/whatwedo/conservation/
ྥ۞ഗ८ᄎЁسኪߩٱ
http://wwf.org.hk/whatwedo/footprint/
World Wild Fund (Hong Kong) ConservationЁEcological Footprint
http://wwf.org.hk/en/whatwedo/footprint/
ጸضႼഗ८Ёڶᖲౙ܂
http://www.producegreen.org.hk/agronomy_01.htm
Produce Green Foundation – Organic Farming
http://www.producegreen.org.hk/eng/agronomy_e.htm
ଉཽ௧অߛ࠰ᄎЁխဎػ௧
http://www.hkdcs.org/QnA/HKdolp_cwd.htm
Hong Kong Dolphin Conservation Society – Chinese White Dolphin
http://www.hkdcs.org/QnA/HKdolp_cwd_en.htm
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౨ᄭய墿ጻీ
http://www.hk-phy.org/energy/index_c.html
Energy Efficiency Website
http://www.hk-phy.org/energy/index_e.html
ࣔຏᢝᄅፊጻ
http://life.mingpao.com/cfm/main.cfm
Global Footprint Network
http://www.footprintnetwork.org/en/index.php/GFN/
The Ramsar Convention on Wetlands
http://www.ramsar.org/
ᆖᛎຝ౨ᄭݝЁ٦س౨ᄭࠝ࿙ጻీ
http://www.re.org.tw:8081/smart.jsp
ᆖᛎຝֽܓᆟЁੴ൦ֽᇷᄭ
http://www.wra.gov.tw/subject/index_2.asp?subject_mainid=3
ભഏഏ୮ᛩቼঅᥨݝ
http://www.epa.gov/chinese/
United States Environmental Protection Agency
http://www.epa.gov/
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ۼ೯ Extended activities
ᇢᏆᖂسၞ۩אՀ೯֧֗ᖄהଚ৸ەՀ٨ംᠲΔྥ৵ԫದಘᓵ֗։ࠆრߠΖ
Try to lead the pupils to participate in the following activities and guide them to answer the
questions. Then discuss the answers and share the ideas with the pupils.
ᄕچਚࠃ Polar Story
1. ຍ ਢ ԫ ଡ  ़ ൶ ྒྷ Ꮪ ᕴ Δ  ܃व ሐ ، ਢ  Ꮦ Ⴏ Λ
It is an upper-air sounding system.

Did you know what it is?

2.   փ ऱ  ᧯ ਢ  Ꮦ Λ
What gas does the balloon contain?
3. ، ਢ   ش ܓᏖ ಛ ᇆ ࠐ ႚ ಬ ᇷ ற ऱ Λ
What kind of signal does it use to transmit data?
4. ، ౨ ൶ ྒྷ ୌ ࠄ ᇷ ற Λ
What kinds of data can it measure?
5. ᇢ ෲ ෲ ຍ ଡ Ꮪ ᕴ ऱ ԫ   ৫ ૻ ࠫ ਢ  ֟ ڍΛ
Would you guess the normal height restriction of such kind of balloon?
6.   ૉ ֒ መ Ա ຍ ԫ  ৫ Δ  ܃ᎁ  ᄎ   ڶᏖ ൣ उ ࿇  سΛ   Ꮦ Λ
If it stays at an altitude higher than that, then what will happen?

Why?
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سढਚࠃ Life Story
אՀਢࠟጟ࣍ଉཽൄߠऱ೯ཬढΔ܃ኙ߄ଚऱᎁᢝࡋ֟ڍڶΛᇢࠩ؆ᨠኘ֗ၞ۩ᇷறჼႃ
ΰڕ೪ΕյᜤጻΕᤄαΔࠀຍࠟጟ೯ཬढૠسढᇷறᵒܣΜ
The following are two kinds of animal and plant commonly seen in Hong Kong. How much do
you know about them? Observe them in the countryside and conduct data collection (e.g. from
newspaper cutting, the Internet and books, etc.) and design a biological data card for them.

ᇷறᵒփ୲ΚڗټΕᑋጠΕس९ᛩቼΕଇढΕ؆
ᎎᐛΕسࢤ֗ࠡڶהᔊᇷற
Content of the data card: Name, nickname, living
habitats, food, physical characteristics, living
habits and other interesting information

(Image credit: Agricultural, Fisheries and Conservation Department)

ᇷறᵒփ୲ΚڗټΕᑋጠΕس९ᛩቼΕ؆ᎎᐛΕ
شΕ࠺֗ࠡڶהᔊᇷற
Content of the data card: name, nickname, living
habitat, physical characteristics, uses, scent and
other interesting information
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ᐒढਚࠃ Waste Story
ઔᠲ ؾResearch topic
1.

μࣔറಛνਙࢌ۷ૠழ࣍ۯല૨ᖾऱᄅࣟতഔჄΔല࣍ 2010 זڣխཚჄ
የΔڼڂᛩঅᆟ 2 ڣছམ৬ᤜଗش堚ֽມֆႼ 5 ֆຸऱՒچឩ৬ΖࠃሶࠟڣΔ
ਤֲڶᤜ।قΔ࿇ࠐឩ৬૿ᗨլַ 5 ֆຸΔॵ२ԫ༏ቃఎՠᄐچشΔٍ
ቤ נ15.6 ֆຸᘋ৬ഔჄΔהଚլඈೈ༼נऄுΔԺॴഔჄឩ৬……
( ࣔ )2010  ڣ5 ִ 22 ֲ ਣཚք 05:10
(Ming Pao News) As estimated by the Government, the South East New Territories
landfill at Tseung Kwan O will reach its maximum capacity in mid-2010s.

Therefore the

Environmental Protection Department (EPD) put forward a solution two years ago,
proposing to temporarily change the use of a piece of land of 5 hectares inside the Clear
Water Bay Country Park to landfill use.

Two years later, a district council member said

that the actual extension would cover an area of more than 5 hectares.

Besides, an area

of 15.6 hectares from a piece of land originally reserved for industrial use in the vicinity is
designated to build the landfill for waste.

Such being the case, they might seek a judicial

review to stop the project of landfill extension ... ...”
(Ming Pao) 22.05.2010 Saturday 05:10
i.

ᇢၞ۩ߡފۥዝΔᖕޢଡߡۥऱمΔ।ሒ܃ኙឩ৬ഔჄऱრߠΖ

Conduct a role-play exercise.

Express the views on landfill extension according to different roles.

৬ᤜߡץۥਔ The proposed roles include:
(a) ᛩঅᆟऱࡴ an EPD official
(b) ཏᢅؑ اa member of the general public
(c) چข a real estate developer
(d) ല૨ᖾᤜᄎᤜ a Tseung Kwan O District Council member
(e) ᛩঅቸ᧯ګ a representative of an environmental protection body
ii.

܃ᎁឩ৬ഔჄ౨ܡᇞެຟؑऱᐒढംᠲΛ

Do you think landfill extension can solve the problem of municipal waste?
iii.

ೈឩ৬ഔჄΔ܃ᎁᝫڶᏖֱ۩ױऄ⁼ױᒷຟؑᐒढᆜംᠲࢨ྇֟ழᡓՕऱᐒ

ढၦΛ
What else other than landfill extension do you think are possible ways to mitigate the waste disposal
problem or reduce the large volume of wastes produce?
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2. ᇢោᥦଉཽᛩቼঅᥨᆟऱᇷறΔࠀᖕՀቹڃאՀᠲؾΚ
Read the information provided by the Hong Kong Environmental Protection Department (EPD,
HK), and answer the following questions in accordance with the data provided in the diagram
below:

(Source: Environmental Protection Department of Hong Kong)

i. Ꮦਢຟؑࡐ᧯ᐒढΛ،ܶץԱୌ༓ጟᐒढΛ
What is municipal solid waste (MSW)?

What kinds of solid waste does it include?

ii.  ڇ2008 ڣΔୌጟᐒढ᜔ڇᐒढၦխڍ່۾ᑇΛપ֟ڍ۾Λ
Which waste ranks first in quantity out of all kinds of wastes in 2008?

What is the approximate

percentage it occupies?
iii. ଉཽऱᐒढၦܧᏖႨΛ What is the trend of waste quantity in Hong Kong?
iv. ୌԫጟᐒढၦऱၓ༏່ՕΛᏖΛ
Which kind of waste has the largest decrease in quantity?

Why?

v. ᇢၞ۩ᇷறჼႃΔࠀቃཚࠐآཽءऱ৬ᗰᐒறၦᄎᏺףᝫਢ྇֟ΛᏖΛ
Conduct data collection of your own.

Do you expect an increasing or decreasing trend for the

quantity of construction waste in future?

Why?
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ۼ೯ەூ
ۼ೯ەூ Suggested Answers For Extended activities
ᄕچਚࠃ Polar Story
1. ൶़ࢨྤᒵሽ൶़Ꮪ Weather balloon or radio upper-air sounding system (radiosonde).
2.

ස Hydrogen

3.

ྤᒵሽಛᇆ Radio signals

4.

़ᄵ৫Εᛘ৫ΕᚘΕଅຒࡉଅٻ

Atmospheric temperature, humidity, air pressure, wind force and direction
5. b. 30 ֆߺ. 30 km
6.

൶़ᄎᡨါࠀᏼՀΔڂ़ऱᚘመ܅Ζ
The observation balloon will burst and fall down because the air pressure is too low at upper air.

ᐒढਚࠃ
ᐒढਚࠃ Waste Story
1. ຟؑࡐ᧯ᐒढץਔࠐ۞۰֗ڛՠᄐ೯ࢬขسऱࡐ᧯ᐒढ
Municipal solid waste includes domestic and trade solid wastes.
2. ୮ࡺᐒढ ۾40-50 % Domestic waste occupies 40-50 %
3.

Հ૾ Decreasing

4.

৬ᗰᐒறΖڂᐒढݾऱߜޏΕڶய৬ᗰቤΕᆖᛎ᠏Εՠ࿓྇֟ࢨٚ۶ٽ
ூΖ
Construction waste. It is because of the improved technologies of waste handling, enhanced
effectiveness in architectural planning, economic downturn, reduction in number of projects, or
any reasonable answers.
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ᔊ࠺܂
ᔊ࠺܂ەூ
܂ەூ Activity Sheet
چਚࠃΕ
چਚࠃ
Εݺଚऱਚࠃ Earth Story, Our Story

܃ᎁᏖైڂᄎౡچऱൈΛ
What factors do you think will threaten the health of the Earth?
ԳՑᏺ९Εᆖᛎ࿇୶Ε၄۩Εଢ᧢֏Ε۞ྥ߀୭Ε՞ࢨ־ٚ۶ٽூ
Population growth, economic development, climate change, consumption behaviour, natural
disasters, hill fire or other reasonable answers
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ᄕچਚࠃ Polar Story
1.  ݺਢ  קᄕ ዼ Ζ
ݺ۰קڇᄕΖ

ݺਢٞᡈΖ
ݺ۰ڇতᄕΖ

ݺფЯլფፖٵᣊسΔਢ

ݺფЯլფፖٵᣊسΔਢ

ᗑࡺЯᆢ᧯ऱ೯ढΖ

ᗑࡺЯᆢ᧯ऱ೯ढΖ

ݺფپ௧ಣΕູΕ຺ࡉᣓΖ

ݺფپᛷᓚΕູࡉᕘູΖ

 ݺऱ  ᐛ Я  ࢤ Κ 1. 壄 ࣍ ཾ ࣺ

 ݺऱ  ᐛ Я  ࢤ Κ 1. լ ᄎ ଆ ۩

2. ۘ  ֣ ݠ ֗ ںา ՛  ֟ ྇ אᑷ ၦ

 ܀থ ਢ ཾ ࣺ ౨ ֫ 2.  ڶদ দ ऱ ؼ

ཋ ؈ ΰ ࢨ ٚ ۶  ٽ  ூ αΖ

Հौ֗യؒऱ壅ֻܗאঅᄵࡉ
ᚏ  ژᑷ ၦ ΰ ࢨ ٚ ۶  ٽ  ூ αΖ

I am polar bear.
I live in the North Pole.

I am penguin.

I like / do not like living with my species.

I live in the South Pole.

I am a solitary animal.

I like / do not like living with my species.

I like eating seals, fish, birds and

I am a social animal.

whales.

I like eating krill, fish and squids.

Two of my characteristics / habitual

Two of my characteristics / habitual

behaviour: (1) being a good swimmer,

behaviour: (1) being a good swimmer

and (2) having small ears and tail to

without flying skill, and (2) having a

avoid heat loss (or any other reasonable

very thick layer of subcutaneous fat and

answers).

densely-covered feather to keep warm
and store heat (or any other reasonable
answers)
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़ਚࠃ Air Story

़ۆኙݺଚ֗چऱᐙڶΚ
The impacts of air pollution on human beings and our planet are:
ᐙ֨ࢨॄຝऱൈ Adversely affecting the health of heart or lung

౨ߠ৫૾ ܅Reducing visibility
ᖄીچᄊ֏Δଢฆ᧢ Causing global warming and climate change
ขسᎨॸΔᐙཬढس९ Producing acid rain to adversely affect plant growth
ขسᎨॸΔፍ፱৬ᗰढ Producing acid rain to cause erosion of buildings
ࠨᖿณ壄Δ֧ದլᔞ Irritating the eyes to cause discomfort
ᐒढਚࠃ Waste Story
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4. ೈԱ༛ᛩ٦֗شढጐࠡش؆ΔᇢუუֲڇൄسխΔ܃ᝫشאױᏖֱऄ྇֟ᐒढၦࡋΛ
In addition to recycling and reusing, can you think of any other methods to reduce wastes in our
daily life?
྇֟ࠌشΰࢨٚ۶ٽூα/

Reduce (or any other reasonable answers)

سढਚࠃ Life Story
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౨ᄭਚࠃ Energy Story
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Կጟױ٦س౨ᄭऱࠏ Three examples of renewable energyΚ
سढᔆ౨Εᑪۄ౨Εଅ౨Ε֜ၺ౨ ΰࢨٚ۶ٽூα
Biomass energy, tidal energy, wind energy, solar energy (or any other reasonable answers)
Կጟլױ٦س౨ᄭऱࠏ Three examples of non-renewable energyΚ

ᅁΕفईΕ֚ྥΕு౨ΰࢨٚ۶ٽூα
Coal, petroleum, natural gas, nuclear energy (or any other reasonable answers)

Ւچਚࠃ Land Story
ڶᖲౙጟ Organic Farming
1.
1. ٵڇԫ༏ՒچՂΔٵழጟཬ၌መԫጟऱል܂ढΖ

ၴጟ

It is the practice of growing more than one kind of crop simultaneously on the Intercropping
same land.
2. ڇᔞᅝऱଢΰࡱᆏαጟཬᔞᅝऱཬढΔཬחढޓൈ֗྇֟୭Ζ
To plant seasonal crops during appropriate climate (season) will grow more healthy
plants with less threats from pest and disease.
3. ڇլࡱٵᆏലլٵऱል܂ढᔚੌጟཬٵڇԫ༏ՒچՂΖ

ᔞழጟཬ
Planting of
seasonal crop
ᔚጟ

It is the practice of growing a series of different kinds of crops on the same land in Crop Rotation
different seasons.
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4. شܓԫࠄس९߰ຒΔ୲࣐ፍᥓऱཬढΔߤڕઝཬढॅ܂றΖ
To use some plants easy to grow and decompose like legumes as fertiliser.
5. ױشܓسढ૾ᇞऱڶᖲढ፹ګऱ֚ྥՒᣦߜޏᕪΖ
To use biodegradable organic matters for making natural soil conditioner.

ጸॅ
Green
Manure
ڶᖲഔॅ
Organic
Compost

2.

سኪߩ ٱEcological Footprint
1. سኪߩٱऱ ۯThe unit for ecological footprint:Κֆຸ Hectare
2. سኪߩٱऱࠐᄭ The major contributor to Hong Kong’s ecological footprint:Κ

࿇ሽ֗شሽ generation and consumption of electricity
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4. & 5. ۞܂ط Students’ own answers
6. אՀୌႈᄎᏺسףኪߩٱΛ
Which of the following activities will enlarge the ecological footprint?
1. ඈ࣋ۆढ֗ᄵ᧯ Emission of pollutants and greenhouse gases
2. መ৫ખٕ֗ᐵ Over-logging and excessive fishing
3. ԳՑᏺ ףIncrease in population

ֽऱਚࠃ Water Story
1. ࠟଡگڃױᐒֽ٦شऱࠏ Two examples of reusing wastewater:
i. ੑشۏऱֽޱࠐشױ༕
To flush toilet with water used to clean rice
ii. ੑလشऱֽࠐشױᥒઇ் ΰࢨٚ۶ٽூα
To water domestic plants with water used to clean vegetables (or any other reasonable answers)

ᏖຍԿጟՠࠠॴױሶאՂऱᐒढࡋΛ
Why can these three tools separate the above wastes?

ࢤጙ।૿ڶৰۚڍณլߠऱ՛֞ΔॵܮאױᠱறխऱპาศΖۖៀՂঞڶৰڍ՛֞
ࠎ᧯ศຏመΔ᧯܀ᗨለՕऱࡐ᧯ศؔڕઓঞլ౨ຏመΖሶಁጻऱመៀᇿៀԫᑌΔ
ຟਢࠐش։ሶڇٽԫದऱኪ֗ࡐኪढᔆΔڂ܀،ଚऱ՛֞ለՕΔਚ౨ॴሶڕՕઓف
᧯ᗨለՕऱࡐ᧯ढᔆΖ
There are many invisible holes on the surface of activated charcoal / carbon which can adsorb very
small pigment particles. Filter paper contains numerous small holes through which liquid particles
can pass but not larger solid particles such as fine sand. The filtration principle for tea leaf separator
are more or less the same in separating liquid from solid of a mixture. As their small holes are larger,
they can only separate solid with larger size such as coarse sandstone.
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ଉཽਚࠃ Hong Kong Story
1. ଉཽ૿ᗨપ1,104 ֱؓֆߺΔᅝխપ40 %ऱՒ૿چᗨ܂ມֆႼΔࠀ࠹πມֆႼය

ࠏρࢬጥ֗অᥨΖᅝխཨஒԱጟᣊڍऱມسسढΔࠄڶ೯ढ۟ਢଉཽᗑڶऱΔڕଉཽ
ູΰࢨٚ۶ٽூα
ΖೈԱມֆႼΔଉཽᝫڶԫࠄࢣԳऱँᖻΕູჀΕદᖫࣥ֗ࣽᦡΔ
ຍࠄֱچอጠᛘچΖঅߛᄕࠠسኪᏝଖऱᛘچΔٺഏਙࢌ࣍1971ڣ٥ٵૡԫයټπࢮ
ࡥ៳ዿᛘچֆપρऱഏᎾֆપΔຘመഏᎾၴऱ۩֗܂ٽ೯অᥨຍࠄֱچΖଉཽऱ֗୕ۏփٿ
௧բ࣍1995ڣቤࢮࡥ៳ዿᛘچΖ
Hong Kong has an approximate area of 1,104 km2. About 40 % of the land area designated as
country parks is under proper management and protection by the “Country Parks Ordinance”.
Despite its small size, Hong Kong is rich in wildlife species. Some kinds of animals are endemic
to our territory such as Hong Kong Paradise Fish (Macropodus hongkongensis) (or any other
reasonable answers). Apart from country parks, Hong Kong has many lovely marshes, fishponds,
mangroves and mudflats generally called wetlands. To provide a framework for international
efforts and cooperation for wetland conservation, an international convention known as
“Convention on Wetlands / Ramsar Convention” was signed by many countries in 1971. In 1995,
Mai Po and Inner Deep Bay in Hong Kong were listed as Ramsar Sites in China.

2. ଉཽऱᛘچ ࣍ۯc.ٺཽءΖ
Wetlands in Hong Kong are mainly located c. throughout the territory.

ᛘچ۾چ।૿Ւچપ a. 6%Ζ
Wetlands account for roughly a. 6% of the Earth’s land surface.

ڇᛘچփ a. ౨ ؋ߛࡎسΖ Wetlands a.can support propagation of life forms.
ᛘچਢ c. ࠟृΰԳՠ৬ྥ֚ࢨګທګαઃױΖ
Wetlands are c. formed by both ways (constructed artificially or formed naturally).

ᛘچփऱֽ᧯ਢ c. ࠟृΰੌ೯ࢨᙩַαઃױΖ
Water in wetland is c. can be in both ways (moving or stationary).

ᛘچփऱֽ᧯ਢ c. ࠟृΰ᤹αઃױΖ
Wetlands are of c. can be in both ways (salty water or freshwater)..

ᛘچಯᑪழֽ a. լ၌መ 6 ۏΖ
During low tide, the water depth in wetland is a. less than 6 m.
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生物故事、土地故事、香港故事 Life Story, Land Story, Hong Kong Story
1.

蝙蝠
Bat

牽牛花
Morning Glory

貓頭鷹
Owl

仙人掌
Cactus

2.
蝴蝶 Butterfly

青蛙 Frog

幼蟲
Larva

卵
Egg

蝴蝶(成蟲)
Butterfly

蛹
Pupa

2

1

4

3

青蛙
Frog

卵
Egg

大蝌蚪
Large tadpole

小蝌蚪
Small tadpole

4

1

3

2

水的故事 Water Story
1. 這個海洋世界共有_______________種動植物。
9
（以實線繪畫的動植物計算，包括海龜、鯊魚、烏賊、海馬、魚、龍蝦、蟹、海蛇、海草）

nine marine animals and plants in total. (By counting the marine animals
This ocean world has ________
and plants which are drawn by solid lines, they are sea turtle, shark, squid, sea horse, fish, lobster,
crab, sea snake and seaweed)
2.

我是 I am
中華白海豚
Chinese White Dolphin
_______________________________
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